QUESTIONS and ANSWERS

1. Is Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company's factory now located at 837 State Street, Springfield, Massachusetts, having moved there from Lansing, Michigan, about a year ago, and is it prepared to serve you better in its new home?

2. Do Ideal's greens mowers, power mowers, gang mowers and roto-sweepers represent years of experience, and are they expressly designed to conquer all your golf course grass-maintenance problems?

3. Can Ideal's dealers help you to improve and speed up your grass cutting and save you money at the same time, and will they explain and demonstrate the advantages of using Ideal's golf course equipment?

HERE ARE THE RIGHT ANSWERS! . . . to the questions, and also to your grass cutting problems:

1. YES! --- Time-tested, quality Ideal mowers are now being precision-made with modern methods in the same factory with the world-famous Indian motorcycles. Skilled workers, familiar with close-tolerance and high-efficiency production, are turning out super-quality Ideal mowers that answer your demand for the most dependable equipment at the lowest price.

2. YES! --- Ideal has several newly-created models and has improved its well-known "old stand-bys", and offers you a wide choice of golf course equipment with the lowest cost for operation, maintenance and service.

3. YES! --- You will enjoy talking over your mowing problems with your friendly Ideal dealer. You may safely rely upon his recommendations to help you make the proper selection of equipment to keep your grass areas in perfect condition.

An Ideal machine of many uses around a golf course is the powerful, dependable "Caretaker" mower, which also can be equipped with a revolving brush or a snow plow.

If you do not know the name of the Ideal dealer in your vicinity, we will be glad to inform you, if you will drop a line to Dept. 93.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER COMPANY
837 State Street Springfield, Massachusetts

Manufacturers of
Power Mowers  Greens Mowers  Park Mowers
Fairway Mowers  Rough Mowers
Roto Sweepers  Snow Plows and Brushes
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HENRY
means the finest in
BALL WASHERS

Here are the reasons why:
—quick, thorough cleaning with no harm to cover paint... more popular with players because of ease and stop-proof operation... easy to drain and refill... trim and attractive in appearance. Unbreakable steel jacket is rust proofed; no rotten brushes requiring frequent replacing.

HENRY BALL WASHERS give years of efficient service. The use of Allen Set Screws makes them theft proof.

BALL WASHER $12.75
Tee Data Plate...$.12.25
Waste Paper Container 2.35
Complete Tee Ensemble...$16.35

Enclose Score Card when ordering Tee Data Plates.

PRICES F.O.B.
ELM GROVE, WISC.

Manufactured by
GOLF & GARDEN EQUIPMENT CO.
BLUE MOUND RD., ELM GROVE, WISCONSIN

grandest fellows in the game. . . Bill Wright succeeds the late Jimmy Miller as pro at Klinger Lake CC, Sturgis, Mich.

Wahpeton, N.D. and Breckenridge, Minn. golfers planning the only course in the U.S. that will be located in two states. . . Present nine holes on Minnesota side of the Red River to be improved and nine built on the North Dakota side. . . Lake White GC, Waverly, O., being revamped . . . Chatfield, Minn., talking about building course . . . McGuire GC, West Monroe, La., leased by Winnie Cole . . . Cole hires John Myers as pro.

Pete Norton, Tampa (Fla.) Tribune sports editor, notes in his column that no Florida amateur has made much of a showing in big time competition . . . Pete adds, "We just don't play that kind of golf down here and unless we get a good junior program started, probably never will" . . . Jimmy Nichols by tying for second place at 151 in New England qualifying rounds became first one-armed golfer to qualify for PGA national championship play . . . Jimmy lost his right arm in a railroad accident in 1929 . . . He plays with right-handed clubs.

Pryor, Okla., organizing a golf club . . . Wadena (Minn.) building clubhouse to replace one recently burned . . . Moundbuilders' CC, Newark, O., remodels clubhouse at cost of $25,000 . . . Finkerton detective

ANNOUNCING
a new SPIKE DISC Improved

For best results, Spike Discs should be used before reseeding, fertilizing and top dressing. By light sprinkling after use, the seed and fertilizer are settled into the perforations and not washed away by flooding rains or high winds.

MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS DUNHAM WATER-WEIGHT ROLLERS

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS TODAY
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., INC. 105 DUANE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ohio Spike Disc Lawn and Green Cultivators are again available! Putting Greens, Estates and Clubs use Spike Disc for healthier lawns — lawns that last throughout the summer's drying heat. Spike Disc breaks up hard-baked surfaces . . . forms mulch so necessary to retain moisture . . . aerates and cultivates in ONE simple operation. By means of a hand attachment the discs may be raised over walks and other hard surfaces, plus an added convenience for storing purposes.

John H. Graham & Co., Inc.
Other Outstanding

ROTOFLO Performance Features:

• Patented aluminum housings; vacuum draws grass erect for cutting, mulchifies clippings.
• Cuts close to walks, trees and walls—eliminates hand trimming.
• Six-wheel suspension prevents scalping or gouging of turf.

Dependable Hour-after-Hour Operation

Without Pampering or Tinkering

Factory-tested and guaranteed motors; no overheating. Safety releases protect both cutting blade and motor from damage whenever obstructions are encountered. No pampering! No tinkering! ROTOFLO Power Mowers provide true trouble-free performance.

4 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

ROTOFLO Heavy Duty 21
21" cutting width; weight 56 lbs.
2½ h.p. aviation type motor
Instantly adjustable floating handle

ROTOFLO Standard 18
18" cutting width; weight 45 lbs.
1 h.p. aviation type motor
Instantly adjustable floating handle

ROTOFLO Standard 20
20" cutting width; weight 47 lbs.
1 h.p. aviation type motor
Instantly adjustable floating handle

ROTOFLO Junior 16
16" cutting width; weight 55 lbs.
5/8 h.p. aviation type motor
Instantly adjustable handle

For easier maintenance of club house lawns get details and price on the model that fits your need. Write today for the name and address of your local ROTOFLO dealer.

ROTOFLO Power Mowers

557 Oak Street, Kansas City 6, Missouri
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agency is expanding in golf tournament business as providers of ticket-taking and protective service.

PGA executive committee after session in Chicago early in May announced Metz-Corcoran incident was "closed." ... Reporters and photographers were unsuccessful in efforts to get Dick and Fred photographed shaking hands. ... Five sectional qualifying rounds will be played by entrants in Massachusetts GA State Junior championship. ... Finals will be at Worcester, July 15-17.

Leo Goss, Louisville, Ky., supt. of parks says golf is running neck-and-neck with baseball and softball as Louisville's most popular park sport. ... Louisville has 5 muny courses; more than any other city of comparable size. ... New Smyrna Beach, Fla., to have new muny course designed by Donald Ross. ... Floyd Valley GC, Orange City, Ia., rebuilding.

Sam Snead says it cost him $800 to win the $600 that he got with his 1946 British Open title. ... He will not play in this year's British Open. ... Columbus (O.) 5 private clubs' membership lists filled and waiting lists are rather long. ... Paul Hornung, Columbus Dispatch sports columnist, says this condition points to need of more private golf clubs in Columbus area even though a "recession" might be in prospect.
You save time and labor when you use Du Pont 2,4-D Weed Killer to clear fairways of troublesome weeds.

Du Pont 2,4-D is highly concentrated in powder form—dissolves readily in water for easy spraying. Kills weed roots as well as foliage. Economical, too—for most applications, use 1 or 2 parts of Du Pont 2,4-D per thousand parts of water.

Effective against white clover, dandelion, plantain and other noxious weeds. Harmless to animals, humans, and most grasses (except bent grass). Non-corrosive; non-flammable.

For weeds in the rough—poison ivy and other woody perennials—Du Pont AMMATE usually kills with a single spot application.

For full information, write Du Pont, Semesan Division, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

Section of dandelion-infested fairway

Fairway after treatment with Du Pont 2,4-D

...WITH DU PONT 2,4-D WEED KILLER


WEED KILLERS for fairway and rough

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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Chattanooga, Tenn., women golfers honored Miss Regina Hahn at a 60th birthday party held at LaFayette GC. Miss Hahn has been a leader in the city's women's golf for 30 years and is still active. United Nations organization is reported as figuring on buying the former Women's National Golf & Tennis club on Long Island. Raymond Smith is new mgr.-supt., Martin County G&CC, Stuart, Fla.

Walter Urbane signed as pro by Berkshire Hills CC, Pittsfield, Mass. Danny Lawler, Jr., new pro at Newton (Conn.) CC. John M. Brennan, Long Island City (N.Y.) Star & Journal golf columnist, in commenting on N.Y. Met district not having a big money pro tournament says New Yorkers got their fill of big-time golfers in the "sit-down strike" at the 1939 PGA at Pomonok.

Notice how many young amateurs back from war combat service are hitting their stride in golf competition? Dick Kinchla, winner of the New England collegiate title last month, is one of them. Dick is 22 and a veteran of European combat with the 65th Div. The opinion that war combat service would ruin golfing careers was blasted by Lloyd Mangrum in winning the 1946 National Open and the amateur kids are confirming Lloyd's demonstration.

War seems to have been tougher on the games of fellows who over-golfed in the heavy schedule of tournaments, exhibitions and benefits.

Al Leacoy switches from Dublin (Ga.) CC to become pro-mgr., Dalton (Ga.) CC. Tommy Mimar is new pro at Dublin. Tommy Armour, now at Hawthorn Valley CC, Cleveland, O., has recovered from a kidney ailment that necessitated hospitalization. Yosemite National Park's 9-hole Wawona course reopened after wartime shutdown. Ev Edwards is Wawona's pro.

Eddie Duino's 25 years as pro at San Jose (Calif.) CC was occasion of a testimonial dinner given by the club's members. Eddie has served many terms as pres., Northern Calif. PGA. His pro colleagues share with Eddie's members a high regard

---

**Cultivates turf**

... rapidly without disturbing playing surface

**F-G AERIFIER**

*Fairway-Green Aerifier*

Hollow "spoons" remove soil plugs
Loosens compact soil
Increases penetration of air and water
Encourages deeper rooting
Prevents lime or fertilizer washoff

Write for folder and price list

**West Point Lawn Products**

West Point, Pa.
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE
Informative—factual. Photographs of many famous golf clubs that use Weed-No-More. Write Dept. A-6, 12th Floor Midland Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

For More Effective Weed Control with 2,4-D

IT'S EFFECTIVE! The ester formulation of 2,4-D is recognized by authorities as being more effective over a wider range of weeds and conditions than other types of 2,4-D. Weed-No-More is the original butyl ester formulation of this selective weed killer.

IT'S ECONOMICAL! One gallon of Weed-No-More 40 concentrate makes 400 gallons of spray, enough to treat two acres. The Weed-No-More's butyl ester formula—plus a special emulsifying agent—makes for better adherence to broadleaved weeds and faster absorption by the weed plant, thus assuring quicker killing action.

IT'S AVAILABLE NOW! Many of America's best-known golf courses, parks, cemeteries, and schools now use Weed-No-More 40 regularly for beautiful weed-free turf. Safe to use—easy to use—assures savings of hundreds of dollars (on many golf courses, thousands of dollars) compared with previously used methods of weed control. Available in 1-gallon and 5-gallon cans, 55-gallon drums.

For full information, phone your local dealer, or write any of the companies listed below.

Can't Get Spray Equipment?
To help you until you can obtain delivery of spray equipment, Sherwin-Williams Research has developed a 50-gallon sprayer that can be easily built in your shop for under $40. For free plans and specifications, write Dept. A-6, 12th Floor Midland Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Write for Free Movies!
16mm full-color sound movie presents actual proof of the remarkable killing action of Weed-No-More. Available for entertainment showings to committees, board meetings. Write Film Dept. A-6, 12th Floor Midland Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

PRODUCTS OF
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
RESEARCH

Acme White Lead & Color Works, Detroit • W. W. Lawrence & Co., Pittsburgh
The Lowe Brothers Co., Dayton • John Lucas & Co., Inc., Philadelphia • The Martin-Senour Co., Chicago
Rogers Paint Products, Inc., Detroit • The Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland

Photo Courtesy of the Shaker Heights Country Club, Shaker Heights, Ohio
ALL Your Mowers Precision Ground
with a MODERN MOWER SHARPENER
ANY Mower EASILY Sharpened (5-inch Edger or 36-inch Power Mower) in 10-20 minutes with a MODERN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER. NO DISMANTLING ... Handles, Rollers, Wheels AND Motors need NOT be removed to sharpen ANY Mower. NO hand FILING needed! ... MODERN precision grinds to the very ends of BOTH left or right reel blades. SAME brackets hold bottom knife for scissor-sharp MATCH! NO EXTRA ATTACHMENTS NEEDED! Order NOW!

ONLY $241.50 (less motor) F.O.B. Pasadena. (1/2 or 1/4 H.P. single phase motor recommended.)

MODERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
160 N. Fair Oaks Pasadena 1, California

for this able, genial citizen. ... Southwest Kansas GA, suspended during the war, is reorganizing with 15 clubs.

Presidents, greenkeepers and house chairmen of Long Island clubs met at Rockville CC, May 21, by invitation of Fred Marsh, Long Island GA pres., for a discussion of operation problems. ... About 200 Negro golfers are expected at Denver’s Wellshire muny course for 72-hole 10th annual Central States GA championship.

McCracken, Ks., golfers building their own course. ... Robt. Dean is new mgr., Hempstead (L.I., N.Y.) GC. ... Shinnecock Hills, Southampton, N.Y., built in 1894 the first 18-hole course in the U.S. ... R. A. Noble, new mgr., Delaware CC, Muncie, Ind. ... Rowland B. Armacost is new pro-gkpr., Wahconah CC, Dalton, Mass. ... Baton Rouge (La.) CC expects redesigned second 9 holes to be in play this summer. ... Bert Stamps, winner of the Jap Open while a member of the army of occupation, is Baton Rouge’s new pro. ... Henry Castillo switched from the Baton Rouge club to become pro at Abbeville (La.) CC.

Tom Robbins, New York mgr. for McGregor’s, is putting out his manly chest on account of having become twice a grandfather recently. ... Mrs. Lester Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robbins, gave

LOOK! ... IT’S BALL BEARING!

A new Double Rotary with ball bearing action — easy-running, long-wearing, distance-covering. It’s the proved Double Rotary principle of a moving line of water (like raindrops; not a mist) that allows all the water to soak in. No waste of water.

Positive action, not affected by the wind. All the old, good qualities, but with a new ball bearing action to run easily on any pressure, to reduce friction and lengthen the life of the gears. Covers up to an 80-foot circle, depending upon the pressure; coverage reduced by a turn of the faucet without loss of even coverage. You’ll agree, never before have we built so fine a sprinkler.

Our Proud New 1947 Model

The GREENKEEPER—$13.50

DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER CO.
816A LOCUST ST.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Your protection: Every Double Rotary carries a full year’s guarantee. Try it out yourself.
SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE

Three "Tailor-Made" 2,4-D Formulations For Weed Control

Tufor-40
Tufor-70
Tufor-E

These 2,4-D formulations are especially designed to meet your selective weed control problems.

**TUFOR-40**
A concentrated liquid for easy mixing. Easy to wash from spray equipment after use. One (1) quart contains one (1) pound of 2,4-D.

**TUFOR-70**
A soluble dry powder containing 70 per cent 2,4-D. May be used as a spray or as a dust.

**TUFOR-E**
The isopropyl ester of 2,4-D for a quick kill of woody or perennial weeds.

Select the one which meets the requirements of your local conditions.

Write for our 2,4-D booklet with handy application table for 2,4-D compounds.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
Agricultural Chemical Division
1230 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS • NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
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MAXIMUM gross-cutting service—the SUPER D-17

Clemson designer-engineers have created an amazingly rugged lawn machine sure to outlast any mower on the market! Plus unbeatable long life—your original investment is repaid many times—the Clemson Super D-17 Precision Lawn Machine has new conveniences and refinements to do a better job with less labor.

• More rigid bed-knife integral with main frame.
• Less hand clipping: cuts closer to obstructions.
• Easier to clean: enameled finish, sealed mechanism.
• Weight only 34 pounds. Width of cut 17 inches.

For real quality...for real cost-saving construction...for long wear the Super D-17 is tops.

Sold exclusively through wholesale and retail channels by the maker of world-famous Star hack saw blades and frames.

CLEMSON SUPER D-17 PRECISION LAWN MACHINE
Product of Clemson Bros., Inc., Middletown, N.Y.

WEEDLESS FAIRWAYS
This Labor-Saving Way!

WEEDANOL
The Low-Cost, SURE Way to WEED ERADICATION

When planning your fairway weed control program, choose the 2, 4-D weed killer that gives you BEST RESULTS for your money...WEEDANOL. Available in several highly effective forms, WEEDANOL “sticks ‘til it kills.” It’s quick to prepare and spray, thorough and positive in its action. Kills the weeds but not the grass. REMEMBER...when you buy a fairway weed killer, specify WEEDANOL, the 2, 4-D killer that doesn’t miss!

Tom ample reason for his pride when she became the mother of twins... Margie, this lovely daughter of the Robbins, was with the OWI in Europe during the war and there met her husband who was an Army lieutenant... In celebrating Tom is giving his friends their choice of a cigar or a bowl of chili... He is an expert at composing chili, even cutting his own meat for the purpose... Robbins’ chili is delicious but fiery and I hope he won’t try feeding it to his grandchildren too soon... One spoon of it would set their didies ablaze.

Wendom (Minn.) CC organized and options land for course... Ralph Trost, Brooklyn Eagle golf columnist, says Meadow Brook is considering a pro-amateur for 1948 patterned along the lines of the Augusta Masters... The Masters, started as a swanky affair but with a bright eye cocked on Dun and Bradstreet rating, now is reputed to be the most profitable golf promotion in the world... This year, according to Trost, the Masters gross was $75,000... That puts it in the class with Beau Jack at his peak as a money-maker...

And that’s not doing bad in a sport where the customers have to walk several miles instead of sitting in the Garden and yelling, “Bat the bum in the belly, Beau!”